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NEW QUESTION: 1
What will extend a trust boundary (There is a switch interface
configuration with separate voice VLAN and data VLAN to, also
showing endpoint
A. Core Switch
B. Multiple Layers PC
C. Access Switch
D. Distribution Switch
E. IP Phone
Answer: E
Explanation:
A Catalyst switch can detect an IP phone via CDP and can
instruct the phone to extend a trust boundary to its auxiliary
data port. The voice traffic from the phone should be
implicitly trusted because the phone is both a Cisco device and
a small switch that can be configured and controlled.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You network contains an Active Directory domain named
contoso.com. The domain contains an enterprise certification
authority (CA).
A user named Admin1 is a member of the Domain Admins group.
You need to ensure that you can archive keys on the CA. The
solution must use Admin1 as a key recovery agent.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a Network Administrator for Tech-E-book Inc. You
are configuring the ISA Server 2006 firewall to provide your
company with a secure wireless intranet. You want to accept
inbound mail delivery though an SMTP server. What basic rules
of ISA Server do you need to configure to accomplish the task.
A. Publishing rules
B. Network rules
C. Access rules

D. Mailbox rules
Answer: A
Explanation:
Publishing rules are applied on SMTP servers to accept inbound
mail delivery. There are three basic rules of ISA Server, which
are as follows: Access rules: These rules determine what
network traffic from the internal network is allowed to access
the external network. Publishing rules: These rules are used
for controlling access requests from the external network for
the internal resources. These types of rules are usually
applied to Web servers that are used for providing public
access. These are also applied on SMTP servers to accept
inbound mail delivery. Network rules: These rules define the
traffic source, traffic destination, and the network
relationship.
Answer D is incorrect. These rules are set for controlling
outbound traffic. Answer B is incorrect. These rules define how
to handle the traffic. Answer C is incorrect. There are no such
ISA Server rule sets.
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